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Who are the most loved brands in the world? Check out our Brand Love Story 2021 Report.

Are you a fan of the Talkwalker Market Pulse newsletter? Remember you can share it with your

network, anybody can sign up.

Consumer Insights - A summer of vaccines

Ramping up vaccination efforts. According to global statistics, the level of vaccinations in Asia

Pacific stands at 23.8 doses for every 100 people, which is lower than other regions of the

world. As a result, APAC countries have launched several initiatives to speed up vaccination and

get their populations protected against COVID-19.

 
 

Conversation Clusters around vaccines in Asia Pacific show a constant effort to update the
population in terms of COVID-19 cases, vaccination developments and other policies for the

region.

 

 

Status update. During the last 30 days, conversations around vaccines in the Asia Pacific

region were focused mostly on the measures being taken to protect the population. From

governments and media outlets, there were many updates on COVID-19 cases, total vaccines

administered, and new measures to prevent the spread of the virus. At the consumer level, the

main concerns shared online focused on the potential side effects of the vaccine, its

effectiveness towards the Delta variant, and the wide amount of misinformation that exists in the

region. To lead successful vaccination campaigns, countries must monitor these growing

concerns and address them through omnichannel communication campaigns.

 
 

The news regarding AirAsia crew members volunteering at vaccination sites became viral, with
more than 14K engagements across PR coverage, online news and social media.

 

 

Unexpected volunteers. With cases surging in recent weeks and lockdown now extended until

June 28th, the Malaysian vaccination program has responded well, and is steadily gaining

speed. By now, almost 12% of the adult population has received at least one dose. With travel

being restricted in the country, over 300 crew members from AirAsia have opted to volunteer in

vaccination centers, an action that has sparked conversations with over 67% positive
sentiment. Many countries are also coming with alternative campaigns to encourage

vaccinations and promote positive sentiment towards vaccines.

 
 

Industry Insights - Food at your doorstep

Just a click away. The business of food deliveries has been on the rise since last year, and

does not seem to be stopping. New brands are entering the market, and differentiating

themselves from existing players by focusing on groceries, or by promising a faster delivery. In

the end, their steady rise has come down to one thing: convenience.

 
 

Looking at the global scene, it is possible to see the shifting share of voice of delivery apps, as
some have a strong foothold in certain markets, and are competing in others.

 

 

An evolving landscape. With their success in 2020, some of these delivery brands began to

expand to new markets, as others consolidated their presence in existing ones. As Rappi

dominates conversations in Latin America, Deliveroo has taken over the biggest piece of the pie

in Europe, Africa, and Australia. As these brands move ahead with their growth plans, it will be

crucial to understand which competitor to beat when expanding into a new market.

 
 

In recent weeks, consumers have described Flink & Getir as ambitious, independent brands,
especially after receiving new investment rounds.

 

 

Filling up the gas tank. Specialized in rapid delivery, Flink and Getir were the two latest brands

to receive investments of $240 million and $555 million respectively. The success of these two

companies suggests that consumers have a preference for speedy deliveries. As shown in the

word cloud, the brands are seen as ambitious and competitive, which is key in a market that

currently has many players. Understanding conversations around delivery brands, and recent

successes in the global landscape, is a way of knowing where the industry is going. With time,

we shall see if other brands adapt their business model to include even faster deliveries.

 
 

Movers & Shakers - #CreateKindness to kick bullying out of oscillation

TikTok content everywhere. Even with a number of hurdles along the way, TikTok continues its

meteoric rise as one of the most successful social media platforms today, with its content

spreading far beyond the confines of the Chinese app. For example, in the last 7 days alone,

there were over 2M posts featuring the TikTok logo shared on Twitter, from image to video
posts. With the continued popularity of TikTok and as with other networks, it has become

inevitable that it is also being used for the wrong reasons. Over the last 6 months social media

has been flooded with nearly 160K mentions related to TikTok and bullying, with an

engagement of 41M, and nearly 50% negative sentiment.

 
 

Visual analytics show the top engaged posts among the 2M that carried the TikTok logo on other
social media outlets in the last 7 days.

 

 

Top TikTokers #CreateKindness. This past week TikTok announced a new campaign to fight

harassment in its unique way, with the hashtag #CreateKindness pushing users to steer away

from bullying and trolling. The company announced that it would be partnering with six of its most

popular content creators to make videos for a campaign against bullying. Along with a number of

policy changes and app updates in the last year, TikTok aims to spread the campaign’s message

using the massive reach and influence that these animators boast of.

TikTok’s announcement garnered nearly a thousand mentions in just a few days on other social

media platforms, with a healthy 34% positive sentiment. #CreateKindness is now the top hashtag

when it comes to the topic of TikTok bullying.

 
 

#CreateKindness emerged as the top hashtag around TikTok bullying after the company
launched the campaign last week.

 

Thank you, and see you next Wednesday.

 
 
Want to know how social listening will increase brand awareness? Protect your online

reputation? Amplify sales & prove ROI? Take your free Talkwalker demo now!

 
 

G et  m y  f r ee dem o !
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